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What’s in store for today?

● Why we are here?
● Fundamentals of Innovation
● Problem-Solution Fit
● Innovation KickBox Canvas
● Innovation Mission Map





Social Contract



Zen Statement



Zen Statement (duration: 15 minutes)
How to write?

A <product/service description> for <target customers> that <key value> 
enabling <primary benefits> unlike <existing alternatives>.

Example:

A portable music player for audiophile music lovers that plays music files 
from lossless formats enabling improved quality and more enjoyable music unlike 
iPods and other compressed file music players.



1 - Fundamentals of Innovation



What type of innovator are you?

http://bit.ly/InnovatorType



2 - Problem-Solution Fit





Why Problem-Solution fit canvas?



Solve complex problems in a way that fits the state of your 
customers.



Succeed faster and increase your solution adoption by 
tapping into existing mediums



Sharpen your communication and marketing strategy with 
the right triggers and messaging



Increase touchpoints with your company by finding the right 
problem-behavior fit and build trust, solving frequent 
annoyances or urgent/costly problems



Based on Lean Startup, Design Thinking, Lazy User Model 
(LUM) principles and fundamentals of User Experience 
design



Understanding existing solution to design for improvement



How does Problem-Solution fit canvas work?





Building Blocks of a Problem-Solution Fit Canvas











Exercise No. 1 - Problem-Solution Fitting



Customer-State Fit (duration: 20 minutes)

Goal: 

to make sure you understand your target group, their limitations and their 
currently available solutions, against which you are going to compete.

1 - CUSTOMER SEGMENTS

5 - CUSTOMER STATE LIMITATIONS

6 - AVAILABLE SOLUTIONS



1 - CUSTOMER SEGMENTS

Who is the customer?

5 - CUSTOMER STATE LIMITATIONS

What limits your customers to act at the moment when 
this problem occurs?

6 - AVAILABLE SOLUTIONS

Which solutions are available for the customer when 
he/she is facing the problem? What has he/she has tried in 
the past?



Problem-Behavior Fit (duration: 20 minutes)

Goal: 

to help you filter out the noise and identify the most urgent and frequent 
problems, understand the real reasons behind them and see which behavior 
supports it. Is this behavior weak or infrequent — is it a problem worth 
solving?

2 - PROBLEMS/PAINS + frequency

9 - ROOT/CAUSE of every problem

7 - BEHAVIOR + its intensity



2 - PROBLEMS/PAINS + frequency

Which problem do you solve for your customer? How 
often does your customer experience the problem?

9 - ROOT/CAUSE of every problem

What is the cause of every problem from the list?

7  - BEHAVIOR + its intensity

What does your customer do about/around/directly or 
indirectly related to the problem? How often does this 
related behavior happen?



Communication-Channel Fit (duration: 20 minutes)

Goal: 

to help you sharpen your communication with strong triggers, emotional 
messaging and reaching customers via the right channels

3 - TRIGGERS TO ACT

4 - EMOTIONS before & after

8 - CHANNELS OF BEHAVIOR online & offline



3 - TRIGGERS TO ACT

What triggers customer to act (use your solution)?

4 - EMOTIONS before & after

Which emotions do people feel before and after this 
problem is solved?

8 - CHANNELS OF BEHAVIOR online + offline

Where online does this behavior happen? Extract online 
and offline channels from behavior.



Your Solution Guess (duration: 20 minutes)

Goal: 

translate all the validated data you have gathered into a solution that fits the 
customer state and his/her limitations, solves a real problem and taps into 
the common behavior of your target group.

10 - YOUR SOLUTION



10 - YOUR SOLUTION

Look at blocks 1-9. Look for patterns!

Think of possible solutions that fit the user state limitations, tap into 
existing behavior, resemble what is already familiar to your target group.

Take the best from alternative solutions — simulate natural triggers 
and tap into existing customer behavior, design a solution that is useful 
(solves a real problem), understandable (resembles what people already 
know) and accessible (available via the channels where these people are).





2 - Innovation KickBox Canvas





Innovation KickBox Canvas (duration: 30 minutes)

Goal:  

look at all areas of a business to see if it could be viable



Why Innovation KickBox canvas?

Most innovators concentrate on the elegant, awesome 
solution. But products or businesses fail because we can’t 
figure out how to build the product! Innovators must have a 
broader view.



Innovation KickBox Canvas Highlights

Unfair Advantage

What’s in your product/service that is difficult to copy by others?

“Wow!” Factor

What’s the wow moment when using your solution? That’s the hook that will 
make your customers excited. Thinking about this from the start can be very 
useful to figure out what is the important and what is and what is not important 
about your innovation.
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Redefining Zen Statement



Zen Statement (duration: 15 minutes)
How to write?

A <product/service description> for <target customers> that <key value> 
enabling <primary benefits> unlike <existing alternatives>.

Example:

A portable music player for audiophile music lovers that plays music files 
from lossless formats enabling improved quality and more enjoyable music unlike 
iPods and other compressed file music players.



3 - Innovation Mission Map





Innovation Mission Map

Goal:

Summarise your key insights to shape a clear innovation 
mission statement.

Invented by: Board of Innovation

https://www.boardofinnovation.com/


It identifies threats and pitfalls and makes sure you stay 
aligned with the overall corporate strategy.



See which opportunities you can seize before you hone in on 
what you’re undertaking, and, more importantly, why.



https://www.boardofinnovation.com/tools/innovation-mission-map/


Why Innovation Mission Map?



Thank you.



Questions?

Workshop materials and presentations are available at

http://bit.ly/BeehiveIS2019



Send your feedback about this activity to:

http://bit.ly/BeehiveLearningSession

http://bit.ly/BeehiveLearningSession


References

Adobe KickBox - https://kickbox.adobe.com/

Problem-Solution Fit Canvas - http://solutioncanvas.com/

Board of Innovation - http://solutioncanvas.com/

https://kickbox.adobe.com/
http://solutioncanvas.com/
http://solutioncanvas.com/


This Innovation KickBoxing activity is facilitated by:

Kareen Satorre and Sheryl Satorre-Estella of BOSINA Studios.

You may find the facilitators at http://bosinastudios.co/, 

or email at beep@bosinastudios.co

http://bosinastudios.co/
mailto:beep@bosinastudios.co

